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Context, Motivation and Objectives

Conversational Search VS Traditional Search

Objectives
  Provide a complete and structured answer in natural language that covers the 

multiple facets of an open-ended query, using as input an initial ranked list of 
documents.

  Solve complex information needs with generative models, particularly from the 
perspective of data-to-text generation.

A Data-to-Text Approach for Answer Generation

Framework

Data-to-Text Generation introduces the notion of structure at two levels:
 At input level (encoding): exploiting the structure of the inputs (cells, 

rows, etc)
 At output level (decoding): structuring the output text by means of 

content selection and planning. 

Content Selection and Planning Pipeline

Planning encoder-decoder: Encodes each document d
q
  D∈

q

concatenated with the query q and decodes a plan p.

Content generation encoder-decoder: Encodes each heading h
p

in the plan p, concatenated with the embedding of the document
list D

q
 and decodes an answer a.

Final Training Loss:
 

Evaluation Setup & Results

Data-Set

Redefined the inputs and outputs 
of TREC CAR
 Inputs : The query (the topic) 

and the top 10 most relevant 
passages (with BM25).

 Output: Wikipedia article. 
Different variations were 
considered: 
 Plans only (Planning Module)
 Structured or plain answer 

(Content Generation Module)

- TREC CAR DATA-SET -

- PLAN ONLY -

- PLAIN ANSWER -

- STRUCTURED  ANSWER -

Results

- Results of the answer generation -

- Analysis of the intermediate and final plans -

  Planning models produce 
longer text (200tokens), and 
do well in semantic-
evaluation metrics.

 On the plain  answers 
setting,  our  models  are  
the most  effective, which 
confirms the importance of 
structure prior even if it's not 
explicitly present in the final 
output.

 Our plans  cover  more  
facets,  in  correct  order    
with a  better  relevant  
semantics.

Conclusion

Generating a complex answer in a single turn to open-ended queries proves to be 
challenging because of the length of both inputs and outputs.

Modeling a structure prior is beneficial to guiding the final output generation.
Data-to-Text generation approaches provide a promising framework that can be 

applied to this task.

  Contrary to simple information needs where a short and concise answer is 
sufficient; complex information needs require a detailed answer that tackles 
different aspects of the topic.

Different solutions exist to present a search results:

Conversational search is more adapted for open-ended questions:
 The user can express their needs in natural language.
 Multi-turn dialogue.
 Clarification questions.
 Returning answers in natural language.
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